26. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, façade, south
27. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, façade, north
Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, inner jamb, south; drum
30. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief,
30. Khafhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, east wall
31.a. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, south wall
31. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, south wall
32.b. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, west wall, south section, false door with recessed panels
Khafkhufu (G 7149), chapel relief, west wall, south section,
false door with recessed panels
32. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, west wall, south section, false door with recessed panels
33. Khafkhufu (G 7440), chapel relief, west wall, north section
33. c. Khufu (G 7140), chapel relief, west wall, north section
Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, north wall
a) east face corner block, northeast corner G 7130, top line appears to go around mastaba (north side)

b) G 7110
c) G 7130–7140 edge of block at south side of Isis temple paving

35. Masons' marks
36. Plan of area south of Khafkhufu I (G 7140) with plan of Khafkhufu II (G 7150)
37. G 7150 B, plan and section, burial of Khafkhufu II
38. G 7150 D, Khafkhufu II, plan and section of shaft and burial
39. G 7150, objects from this area
G 7150 F, Khafkhufu II, plan and section of shaft and burial.